Abstract: This paper describes how multisensor data fusion increases reliability of pedestrian detection while using a Bayesian combination of features. The clue is to combine in a probabilistic framework, the detecting capabilities of sensors for identifying pedestrians located along the vehicle trajectory. The work emphasizes the idea of redundancy due to the different nature of the information provided by laser scanner (a priori static outlines and dynamic restriction of the walking pedestrian) and camera (pattern classification) for addressing pedestrian detection. Bayesian classification consists of computing for each detected object, probability of being a pedestrian and compare it to a predefined threshold. Contributions brought are estimation of sensor models, p(feature|object class), based on heuristics and training processes; an original way to take into account scale variation in vision model in order to improve classification of far or small objects; and integration of past knowledge when processing sequences to enhance classification accuracy. Performance of vision-, laser-and combined features-based classifier is analyzed by means of Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROCs). Features combination provides an optimized system. Experimental results using real data (performed in an off-line process) suggest a Bayesian combination of features as an essential clue to enhance performance of pedestrian detection system.
INTRODUCTION
Currently, the emphasis in automotive research is on active safety systems in order to provide the means to reduce the number of accidents involving vulnerable road users (pedestrians) as well as advanced means for the drivers before a collision occurs. Accidentology statistics indicate that despite recent advances in safety due to the introduction of passive safety systems, tighter legislation, etc. pedestrian accidents still represent the second largest source of traffic-related injuries and fatalities, after accidents involving passenger cars (Gavrila, 2001) . These numbers are a major concern among legislators and most likely directives will be decreed that should legislate the use of safety means to reduce pedestrian casualties.
Pedestrian detection is a complex process. The data captured by onboard sensors will be searched in order to find features that indicate the presence of entities that might be pedestrians within the observed area. These features are then analyzed using different techniques in order to determine whether or not these represent a pedestrian, despite the multiple shapes, color or texture that these might have or the distance that they might be within the sensor field of view.
There are several pedestrian detection systems integrated as part of vehicle demonstrators, most use video cameras as the main sensor (Zhao and Thorpe, 2000 ) (Franke et al., 1998) (Broggi et al., 2000) . Although pedestrians could be detected using different sensors, vision-based systems have several advantages that include a good field of view, good resolution, texture, etc. If used like a camera pair, it can also provide depth information. In addition camera cost and its potential use for other perception function for driving assistance system give it a strong advantage over other types of sensors. However, there are some drawbacks on the use of only video cameras for pedestrian detection such as intensive computational costs, atmospheric conditions. In summary, the use of camera alone while providing good solution is not sufficient as it will fail under several conditions, a pedestrian detection system has to be reliable if this is to be accepted by the driver.
Then multisensor fusion systems issue inevitable to provide acceptable solutions of pedestrian protection systems for automobile industries. A survey of the recent research on pedestrian detection using various sensors done by (Gandhi and Trived, 2006) reaches the same conclusion. While regarding the overview of state-of-the art in the area of sensor-based pedestrian detection made by (Gavrila, 2001 ) camera and laser range finder seem to be the best fusion sensor for pedestrian protection systems. Each of these sensors has proved its capability to provide good performances while using only in system aforementioned (Bertozzi et al., 2003) (P. Viola et al., 2003) (Fuerstenberg and Lage, 2003) . (Szarvas et al., 2006) exploit their complementarity. Laser scanner helps for locating obstacles in camera image. Detected objects are classified using visionbased algorithm. This association allows them developing a real-time pedestrian detection system. Indeed time required to segment video frame is dramatically reduced as laser scanner segmentation is fast. However the performance of their system is highly related to the reliability of the vision-based classifier. The key component of any detection system is the classifier that makes the final decision. Its performance fixes the system accuracy. This paper presents a Bayesian approach to combine laser-and vision-based features in order to enhance reliability and precision of pedestrian classification in a dynamic environment. Laser scanner information is used both for images segmentation and pedestrian classification based on a priori known rules. Visual feature is the output of an Adaboost learning algorithm performed like (P. Viola and M.Jones, 2001 ). Features extracted from each sensor are converted into likelihoods, p(feature|object class). Likelihood model proposed for visual feature is adaptive to scale variation, it takes into account distance and height of detected objects. Bayesian classification consists of computing probability of being a pedestrian. A given object is considered as pedestrian if its probability is higher than a predefined threshold. Two stages of experiments have been performed. Firstly ROC curves, plotted from simulated data, show that features combination enhances performance of pedestrian detection system. Finally, experiments on real data enable to confirm that result. They also demonstrate gain in classification reliability while taking into account scale variation in video image and past knowledge of tracked object.
Features extraction processes are achieved in section 2 by means of classical methods. Section 3 presents our Bayesian classifier and how to take into account scale variation in video image. Section 4 shows results of simulations and real data experiments, followed in section 5 by conclusions and future work. Fig.1 gives an overview of the data processing scheme. 
FEATURES EXTRACTION PROCESSES

Laser scanner features extraction
Segmentation and feature extraction
Segmentation divides the laser scanner data points into distinct objects. Distance threshold segmentation clusters points that fall within a fixed threshold. This simple segmentation scheme works quite well.
Stable feature extraction is crucial for the reliability and robustness of the whole system. Purpose is to extract relevant information from the scan points that constitute clusters. Assuming that surrounding environment can be approximated by polygonal shapes, the line fitting is a suitable choice for object outline approximation. Thus, a good object characterization and data reduction can be achieved, resulting of line segments per cluster. Line fitting process is detailed in (Mendes and Numes, 2004) . Assuming that pedestrian-like object should give one short (up to a set value) line segment, a line fitting helps to reject some objects. The rejected objects are given long line segments or more than one segment (outlines with corners). Retained objects can be pedestrians, lampposts or trees. Henceforth, considered objects are only pedestrian-like objects. Features extracted are segment width and middle point (x,y) of the segment. Segment width is used for classification task and middle point is considered as object location. Fig.2 shows a result of feature extraction with pedestrian-like objects and rejected ones. 
Data association and tracking
Comparing the segment parameters of the present scan with predicted parameters of known objects from the previous scan, established objects can be recognized. Unrecognized segments are instantiated as new objects and initialized using default parameters with respect to dynamic behavior.
Pedestrian tracking is performed by a Kalman filter, assuming pedestrian model with constant velocity and white noise acceleration. Object location (x,y) previously computed is used as the characteristic-point, i.e. the dynamic behavior of the object is described in respect to this point. Tracking algorithm estimates the state (position and velocities) of object from current observation and state predicted (from previous estimated state).
Visual feature : Adaboost classifier output
Adaboost classifier is a statistical model classifier. This model is obtained by analyzing training set images which are multiple instances of pedestrians and 
PEDESTRIAN CLASSIFICATION
Bayesian classifier
The classification stage identifies pedestrians from among the segmented objects by using vector of features extracted from each candidate object and labeling it with a probability of being a pedestrian.
For a given feature vector X = (x 1 , · · · , x n ) T , the Bayesian classifier computes P(ped|X), the posterior probability that feature vector X represents a pedestrian. Bayes formula, where all features are considered to be independent, yields the following decomposition:
Where P(ped) is prior probability and β is a normalizing constant.
In our application X = (width, velocity, score) T . Score is the result of Adaboost classification. Assuming C ∈ {ped, noped} which represent pedestrian and nonpedestrian classes, we have to model the probability density functions, p(width|C), p(velocity|C) and p(score|C), before computing P(ped|X).
p(score|C), is estimated from the training process of Adaboost algorithm. Score follows a normal distribution that fits histogram of scores obtained while characterizing Adaboost learning results.
p(width|C) and p(velocity|C) are defined respectively from a priori known static and dynamic restriction of the objects under consideration (small width object moving up to 2m/s).
• Pedestrian class
Width follows a normal distribution parametrized from observation of some sequences of walking pedestrian.
Velocity follows a uniform distribution as a pedestrian can move at any speed within the bound [V min ,V max ].
Here V min = 0m/s represents standstill pedestrians and V max = 2m/s is maximum speed of pedestrians under consideration.
• Non Pedestrian class
Width follows a uniform distribution as no a priori is made. W min is the resolution of laser scanner, 5.10 −2 m here. W max is the maximum length step authorized for walking pedestrian; it is set to 1m.
Velocity follows a normal distribution with zero-mean value as the most of the objects of this class are static (e.g. Trees, lampposts). Standard deviation, σ , is set to 0.1m/s.
All these distributions are presented on Fig.4 . At each sample period, an object is classified as pedestrian if its pedestrian probability, P(ped|X), is higher than a predefined threshold set according to the wished performance of final system. In practice, a false positive rate is defined and regarding ROC curve the related good detection rate is deducted as well as usersupplied threshold required to reach that performance.
Scale variation influence
To detect pedestrians in a new video image, we compute bounding boxes that should surround potential pedestrians at locations, (x,y), extracted from laser scanner data. Bounding boxes size depends on distance between object and vehicle and height of pedestrian. Several pedestrian heights are considering at each location in order to achieve multi-scale detection. Fig.5 illustrates an example of bounding boxes processed. As the learning process has been achieved with fixed size images, image inside bounding box is resized at that size to be able to calculate Adaboost result. The resizing deteriorates appearance of pedestrian. For the same pedestrian, Adaboost result depends on initial image size. We take that scale variation into account by adapting vision likelihood, p(score|pedestrian) to bounding box size. To achieve that several characterizations of Adaboost learning process has been performed with different size images. Fig.6 gives curves representing mean and standard deviation of normal distribution followed by score. The same work done on non-pedestrian images shows that scale variation do not influence normal distribution. 
Past knowledge integration
Although features are extracted statically from each sensor frame. Our approach allow integrating easily past knowledge of tracked objects by replacing prior probability P(ped) by posterior probability P(ped|X) computed in previous frame. Here, we demonstrate the impact and importance of including past knowledge. It smooths the probability of being a pedestrian over time.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The framework developed in this paper has been tested on a vehicle equipped with a Sick laser scanner and a gray-level camera. A basic calibration of the two sensors has been achieved. For these experiments, vehicle was stopped, then ego-motion estimation was not necessary. A basic Adaboost algorithm constructed from 100 "weak" classifiers was implemented. This detector has been trained on a database of 516 frontal and rear images of people. People are centered and approximatively the same size in windows of 128 × 64 pixel. Non-pedestrian training set counted 2550 natural scenes images of size 128 × 64 pixel that do not contain people.
Experiments with simulated data (features) are carried out to compare the performance of classifier using combined features with the classifiers only based on vision or laser. The resulting ROC curves are displayed in Fig.7 . In the first experiment only laser features (width and velocity) are used. The second curve represents vision-based classifier. Regarding the two first curves, vision is more discriminative than laser for pedestrian classification. This is probably due to the fact that laser models are based on heuristics whereas vision model is obtained by a training process. The final experiment used both vision and laser features. The combination of features improve classification result. For a false positive rate of 1%, good detection rate is 75% for laser-based classifier, 96% for vision-based classifier and 98% for classifier using both laser and vision features. Bayesian classifier has been tested on real data and results compared with single sensor classifier. A pedestrian walks away from experimental vehicle and fixed non-pedestrian (a lamppost) are considered. Pedestrian trajectory and non-pedestrian location are shown on Fig.8 .
For each object, probability of being a pedestrian is computed over time. Prior probability is set equal for the two classes by default. For single sensor classifier, this prior probability is constant during all experi- It means that none update is performed. whereas update is performed for our Bayesian classifier. Extracted features and probabilities of being a pedestrian computed are presented on Fig.9 for pedestrian and on Fig.11 for non-pedestrian. Both pedestrian and nonpedestrian is better classified while using our Bayesian approach though extracted features are too noisy. Despite basic implementation of Adaboost algorithm which leads to bad recognition of pedestrian (when he is far or observes to his side view) considering only vision, while adding laser features, mainly velocity, detection succeeds. However some drops can occur. For example pedestrian is far from vehicle and slows down. We can correct that failure by taking into account scale variation. Fig.10 illustrates enhancement yielded by consideration of scale variation in video image. Probability of being a pedestrian computed for far non-pedestrian object is the same with or without scale variation consideration.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presents a Bayesian approach combining features from a laser scanner and a monocular camera in order to detect (classify) pedestrians. We demonstrate how features fusion, integration of past knowledge and scale variation improve reliability of classification. For each object, our Bayesian classifier outputs probability of being a pedestrian. This classifier tested on real data provides very good results.
We are working on enhancement of performance of our Bayesian classifier by improving Adaboost learning process and estimation of velocity of the objects with IMM (Iterative Multiple models) algorithm. Afterward, we are going to address the problem of unavailability or delay of data. Actually the whole method lives from the fact that combined features are independent due to the different nature of information. If only one information (type of feature) is available, correlation problem can occur. We have to manage that and define condition to consider an information as a new regarding previous frame. 
